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In tissue engineering ﬁeld, it is important to develop a suitable numerical model to evaluate scaffold geometry
design. The experimental evaluation of the effect of each speciﬁc scaffold parameter on tissue regeneration requires large cost and long time expend. Dynamic cell culture is commonly used for generating tissues which could
replace damaged tissues. A perfusion bioreactor model is developed which is able to simulate dynamic cell culture, to evaluate scaffold quality. The wall-ﬁlm model is used to simulate cell attachment with the assumption that
cells could be seen as liquid drops. In the process of cell attachment, the cells could impinge to a solid surface and
form a liquid ﬁlm which were considered as cell attached on the scaffold surface. Two types of cell-scaffold interactions were involved in numerical models including trap model and Stanton-Rutland (Cell impinge model—CIM) model. For trap model, all cells impinged the scaffold are seen as attached. For Stanton-Rutland model,
four regimes of cell-scaffold interaction are involved in the cell attachment, including stick, rebound, spread, and
splash, and only stick and spread are seen as attached. By comparison with two different numerical methods, the
results showed that CIM model result is more related to the experimental results than trap model, which indicated
that four regimes of cell-scaffold interaction occurred in cell attachment process. By evaluating two different
geometry scaffold's cells seeding by these two models, the results further indicated that this model are able to use
for assessing the scaffold design.

1. Introduction
In tissue engineering ﬁeld, dynamic cell culture is commonly used for
generating artiﬁcal tissues which could replace damaged tissues [1]. This
process usually achieved by putting the scaffold in a purfusion bioreactor
to facilitate cell growth before implantation [2]. Among all kinds of the
bioreactors, perfusion bioreactor is an attractive type for researchers
because it provides an oppourtunity to observe the time-dependent ﬂow
with nutreints and sometimes with alive cells and control the speed of the
ﬂow [3]. There is no doubt that the scaffold needs an adequate mechanical property and a high efﬁciency of the nutrient transportation.
The improved structure of the scaffold (high interconnectivity) could not
only enhance the nutrient transportation, but also enhance the cell and

tissue growth.
In the previous studies, numerical method for investigating tissue
engineering on bioreactors is mainly focus on the ﬂuid speed and shear
stress inside the scaffold [4–6]. Although cell growth and volume fractions have also been explored by CFD which Monod–Contois kinetics
equation is used to predict cell growth related to shear stress [3], most of
the studies are only considered 2D situation for simpliﬁng the models.
Nava et al. [7]. used Monod-Contois kinetics equation to predict tissue
ingrowth in 3D model by assuming the cells as a phase of biomass. The
cells, with particular non-spherical shape could be breaked up or collided
each other in the ﬂow which they should be considered in the simulation.
As the evaluation of the effect of each speciﬁc scaffold parameter on
tissue regeneration requires economics-cost and time-cost experiments,
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2.2. Scaffold performance simulation model

numerical models are being developed in bone tissue engineering for
obtaining the optimal scaffold design for a speciﬁc application to replace
the experiments.
Based on our previous numeircal study [8], it is founded that scaffold
designed as high permeability, porosities and speciﬁc surface area could
achieve a really high cell seeding efﬁciency (Truncated octahedron:60%)
compared to normal cross-link scaffold design (Cubic:40%) in static cell
culture system. With same macro structure size (same length, width and
height) and same porosity, truncated octahedron (25.47) has a triple
speciﬁc surface area than cubic scaffold structure (8.24) and it showed
not only a better cell seeding efﬁciency but also a good cell distribution in
the scaffold.
There is a common agreement made by researchers that dynamic
culture could enhance cell proliferation and Guo et al. [9]. found that
dynamic culture could provide a higher cell seeding efﬁciency than static
culture [10]. However, it is also explored that static cell culture in a
sufﬁcient nutrients support bioreactor system could also achieve an
increasing proliferation.
As cell distribution and cell seeding efﬁciency are really related to the
ﬁnal bioperformance, few researches have investigated on developing
numerical models replacing experiments to quantify the inﬂuence factor
that could enhance seeding efﬁciency and better uniform cell distribution. The reason is that there is still no scientiﬁc deﬁnition on how to
treat cells movement and cell-material interactions in the mathematical
models. Olivares et al. [11] used Eularian wall ﬁlm model (trap model)
followed by Euler-Lagrange approach to simulate cell seeding process
assuming that only one situation occurs when a cell impinges a wall and
each cell is seen as spherical and trapped by the scaffold after it touches
the material surface.
In our previous study [12], we found that DPM model followed with
CIM model is also one of the useful numerical models which could
consider cells as discrete particles that are dispersed in the continuous
phases like nutrient solution or bone marrow. In this model, the particles
volume fraction should be far less than continues phase. And during this
model, the particle-particle collision is neglected. In this paper, we are
going to compare both numerical models (trap model and CIM model) to
explore the cell seeding efﬁciency in a perfusion bioreactor through
different scaffold geometry design with same porosity and macro size
which is truncated octahedron scaffold (TO scaffold) and cross-link
design (also called cubic design). Also, with same injection speed, we
will further investigate how cell seeding efﬁciency are affected by static
culture system and dynamic culture system. These two approaches
include 2 different cell-material interaction scenarios which trap model
deﬁned that all cells impinged the scaffold are seen as attached and CIM
model deﬁned four regimes of cell-scaffold interaction, including stick,
rebound, spread and splash. Further, after ﬁnd the optimal numerical
method, unit cells are analysed by the optimal method to investigate the
higher cell seeding efﬁciency geometry and explain the reason.

2.2.1. Mesh grid of scaffold
The geometrical parameters and mesh numbers are listed in the
Table 1 and physical models front views are shown in Fig. 2. The
perfusion bioreactor for unit cell, 2-unit cells and scaffold are designed as
a rectangular container with 11 mm, 11 mm, 28 mm length. For the
whole scaffolds simulation, only quarter model is calculated by symmetric assumption and the total numbers of elements are 1116550 (Cubic
design) and 1715712 (TO design). The mesh convergence has been
checked from our previous work [8]. The detailed mesh of the scaffold
and unit cells are shown in Fig. 3.
2.2.2. Culture medium simulation model
Cell seeding simulation model, the continuity equation controls the
mass enters a system is equal to the mass leat plus the cumulation of mass
in the system. The culture medium is solved by continuity equation (Eq.
(1)) and Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. (2)). As the ﬂuid phase (nutrient
solution) is incompressible, the continuity equation can be simpliﬁed to a
volume continuity equation:
⇀

r u ¼ 0


ρ

(1)


∂u
þ u  ru ¼  rp þ p!
g þ μr2 u
∂t

(2)

Where !
u represents the ﬂow velocity of nutrients ﬂow and air, ρ is the
density of the ﬂuid (nutrients ﬂow and air), p is the pressure and t is the
time.
Volume of ﬂuid (VOF) model—a free-surface model hich is used to
track and locate the free surface. The 2 ﬂows should be immiscible ﬂuids
that can be separated by a clear interface and are subsequently calculated
by the solution of the continuity equation of the volume fraction of the

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Geometry design of the scaffold
2 different structure are investigated in this paper which called cubic
and truncated octahedron (TO). To compare these two scaffold structure,
the macro parameters are the same with combination 7.9 mmⅹ7.9 mm
length and width at 6 mm height. Also, the porosity of 2 scaffolds are
nearly the same which is 82%. The unit cell of cubic structure is a 3D
structure characterized by six square faces with 6 square faces and 12
edges shown in Fig. 1 A with 1.5 mm side length, while the TO scaffold
(truncated octahedron scaffold) is constructed by 8 hexagonal and 6
square faces and 36 edges shown in Fig. 1 B with macro parameter 1 mm
length, width and height [8]. To compare and investigate cell seeding
efﬁciency and other related bioperformance for these 2 structures, unit
cell, 2-unit cells and models are all analysed.
Fig. 1. Porous structures of cubic and TO scaffold.
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Table 1
Mesh grid and geometrical parameters of Cubic and TO scaffold.
Type

Cubic Elements

Truncated Octahedron Elements

Cubic (Volume mm3/Surface mm2)

Truncated Octahedron (Volume mm3/Surface mm2)

Unit Cell
2 Unit Cells
Combination

714689
915125
1116550

643373
642514
1715712

0.66/12.02
1.37/24.51
72.65/598.4

0.16/4.6
0.32/9.20
60.54/1541.67

phases. In VOF model, air and nutrients solution ﬂow motion is expressed
by the Navier–Stokes equations separately.

Where !
up represent the cell ﬁlm velocity; !
τw represents the stress that
!
the wall applied on the cell liquid ﬁlm; F is the force per unit area that
could keep the cell ﬁlm on the wall's surface (scaffold beam surface); h is
!
deﬁned as the height at the cell location of the current cell liquid ﬁlm; Fb
is deﬁned as body force term. As the cell ﬁlm thickness is in a small value,
the body force term could be really different because of the high acceleration rates with moving boundaries which could be expressed as:

2.2.3. Cell seeding simulation model
Cells are considered as discrete particles and they are dispersed in the
continuous phases with nutrient solution or bone marrow. The cells
(particle) volume fraction are far less than nutrients solution (continues
phase). The cell-cell collision is neglected in this model. During the
perfusion process, only scaffolds are able to absorb the secondary phase
(cells) and they are all bounce back after they impinge the boundary
walls of the perfusion bioreactor. All cells are seen as spherical and nonrotating, and thus the Lagrangian approach is used to trace the cells
movements during cell seeding process. In this model, cell absorption
was chosen Eulerian wall ﬁlm model. The wall-ﬁlm model allows liquid
drops to impinge on a solid surface and form a liquid ﬁlm. Cell attachment can be considered as the liquid ﬁlm formation and captured by the
wall surface in cell attachment process.
In cell culture process in dynamic perfusion reactor, the ﬂow speed is
faster and the ﬂow is continues moving. The ﬂowing ﬂuid would cause
interactions between the attached wall-ﬁlm (cells) and ﬂuid (nutrient
solution). The conservation equations for momentum of the cells in the
wall ﬁlm are deﬁned as:

ρh

!
du
! !
p
¼!
τ w þ F þ Fb
dt


μ
!
up  !
τw ¼  2 l !
uw
h

(4)

uw represents the
Where μl is deﬁned as viscosity of cell liquid ﬁlm and !
velocity of scaffold wall which equals zero in this model as scaffolds are
ﬁxed perfectly with the perfusion bioreactor boundary walls.
Two different cell-scaffold interaction methods are provided by
Stanton-Rutland model and trap model. They are all able to interact with
Eulerian multiphase model by source terms of the ﬁlm equations. In trap
model, every cell touches the scaffold beam surface are seen as attached.
Stanton-Rutland mode [13,14] contains four regimes of cell-scaffold
interaction, including stick, rebound, spread, and splash. In the Eulerian multiphase interaction, secondary phase form liquid ﬁlms when it is
captured by wall surfaces or in other words, attached on the scaffold
surface. The detail governing equations for cells are shown in our previous study [12].

(3)

Fig. 2. Front view of the calculation system (A. TO unit cell and 2 cells in the physical domain; B. Cubic unit cell and 2 cells in the physical domain; C. Schematic
diagram of physical domain for unit cells calculation; D. Cubic scaffold in the physical domain; E. TO scaffold in the physical domain; F. Schematic diagram of physical
domain for scaffolds calculation).
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discrete phase represented cells is calculated by tracking particles
through the ﬂow ﬁeld. The particle (cell) is assumed as spherical shape
which used spherical drag law to govern particle motion. Particles inject
from the rectangular left hand surface ﬂow thorugh the bioreactor and
the ﬂow ﬂow out when they reach the outlet boundary wall (right hand
surface). Side walls of the rectangular bioreactor do not trap the cells and
they are reﬂected that all particles rebound away after they imping the
wall. The inlet speed of the nutrient solution ﬂow is 1 mm/s and the cells
start injected after 20s simulation time until the nutrient solution is fullﬁl
the perfusion bioreactor.
By Eulerian wall ﬁlm model—Stanton-Rutland model, the impinge
types are similar to spray droplets interaction with engine combustion
internal walls. The Stanton-Rutland model, a more advance model unlike
trap model, has a great advantage of predicting interactions between
particles and boundary wall surface. In this impinge model, four regimes
(stick, rebound, spread, and splash) are considered (O'Rourke et al.,
2000). In the stick regime, the spherical particle with lower the impact
energy (<16) would remain its original spherical shape and become a
spherical shape ﬁlm after impinge the scaffold surface. In the rebound
regime, cells with higher temperature than critical transition temperature T c and below the impact energy value (<57.7) will rebound from the
scaffold surface after impinge the scaffold surface and still maintain a
spherical liquid drop. In the spread regime, cells with impact energy
value shoud be no less than 16 and no higher than 57.7, will form a liquid
wall ﬁlm after impinge the wall. In the splash regime, cells with higher
than 57.7 impact energy value will separate to several smaller liquid
drops when they impinge the wall. When they face, all the smaller drops
are seen as dead cells. The liquid ﬁlm formed on the scaffold wall surface
are not seen as unstripable. Although the gravitation forces are neglected
in this model, the liquid ﬁlm could be striped by ﬂow.
By Trap Model, every discrete particles (cells) imping the scaffold
surface are seen as absorbed by the scaffold and added into a liquid ﬁlm.
In other words, it is assumed that all cells are seen as attached on the
scaffold when they impinge upon the scaffold wall surface. When the
cells recorded as trapped by the scaffold surface, the trajectory calculations will be terminated. Their entire mass of the cells (particles) will be
instantaneously entered into the ﬁlm phase (seen as attached) after they
trapped. Comparing to CIM model considering impinge type of cellscaffold based on impact energy and wall temperature, all the other
governing equations of cells are same.

Fig. 3. Detail mesh of the scaffold (A. Cubic unit cell; B. TO unit cell; C. 2 Cubic
unit cells; D. 2 TO unit cells; E. Cubic scaffold; F. TO scaffold).

3. Results
3.1. Model comparison for dynamic cell seeding process
Cell seeding efﬁciency (Φ) is calculated as a percentage of the
attached cells (Na) over the injected cells in the leat (Ni) plus attached
cells and cells escaped from the outlet (Ne).

Fig. 4. Cell seeding efﬁciencies simulated by Stanton-Rutland model and
Trap model.

Φ¼
2.3. Solving process and the boundary condition setup

Na
 100%
Ni þ Na þ Ne

After 140s, cells attachment is near ﬁnished on the scaffold, shown in
Fig. 4.
As for Stanton-Rutland model (S-R model), the densities of cells
attached on the scaffold have always a higher rate for the TO scaffold
than for the cubic scaffold. it is shown that the cell seeding efﬁciency of
TO scaffold could reach around 30% and cubic scaffold efﬁciency is
below 10%. If we look at the cell seeding efﬁciency trends of TO scaffold,
the efﬁciency increased dramatically until 80s. The graph showed that
the growth slowed down noticeably after 80s until 100s. From 100s to
110s, the efﬁciency is relatively stable and then showed a slight decrease
until 160s.
For trap model, on contrast, the cubic scaffold showed an unbelievable cell seeding efﬁciency which reached over 50%, and the cubic
scaffold cell seeding efﬁciency is far higher than TO scaffold. According

As for the whole scaffold simulation system, the scaffold edges are
seen as they are completely contacted with the bioreactor's inner surface
which means that the cells could not pass the scaffold without going
through the scaffold inner structure and cells are not able to attached on
the scaffold edge surface which are contacted to the inner bioreactor's
face. Nonslip and nonadherence conditions occurs on the wall and
scaffold.
In this simulation, the ﬂuid phase representing nutrient solution with
1.0  103 kg/m3 for the density and 0.001 Pa s for the viscosity is treated
as laminar and incompressible continuous ﬂuid calculated by the continuity equation in Navier-Stokes equation. The air is also treated as
laminar and incompressible continuous ﬂuid calculated by same equation with 1.225 kg/m3 density and 1.7894  105 Pa s viscosity. The
4
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Fig. 5. Velocity ﬂow speed (m/s) within a perfusion bioreactor of cubic and truncated octahedron scaffold.

to our previous experimental results, cubic scaffold's cell seeding efﬁciency with less surface area should be lower than TO scaffold. In that
case, it seems that trap model is not suitable for predicting dynamic cell
seeding process than S-R model.
The ﬂow velocity counter images are shown below (Fig. 5) and it is
shown that ﬂow is highly non-uniform and the highest speed ﬂow are
occurred in the void space centre of the cubic scaffold. The lowest velocity speed is found near the cubic scaffold inner structure beam surface

and the edge of the scaffold. The highest speed ﬂow occurred at unit cells’
connection area of TO scaffold and the lowest velocity happened at the
centre channel of the unit cells. The pressure on the whole perfusion
bioreactor channel and scaffolds are shown in Fig. 6.
To further investigate cell distribution at the inner structure of the
scaffold (inner void space), we create 2 monitoring lines shown in Fig. 7.
As the simulation model is quarter model and it is calculated by symmetric assumption, so the results data only contain half of the monitoring
line cell distribution information. The results showed the cell distribution
on the both structures. In cubic structure, the cell density reached the
highest density at 0.75 mm position to the middle and the other cell
density peak at 3.5 mm to the middle. Exclude the highest density on TO
scaffold at the edge position, the high cell density is not in a really special

Fig. 6. Pressure (Pa) within a perfusion bioreactor of cubic and truncated octahedron scaffold.

Fig. 7. Monitoring line in the perfusion bioreactor of cubic and truncated octahedron scaffold.
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Fig. 8. Cell distribution on the monitoring line.

opportunities to be striped by the high-speed ﬂow. Cells are nearly suspended in the TO scaffold inner structure. In reality, this would increase
cell survival probability which has been experimentally conﬁrmed by our
previous results [8]. As cubic scaffold unit cell had a higher volume and
surface area than TO scaffold unit cell, there is no doubt that cubic unit
cell had a higher cell attached density than TO scaffold unit cell shown in
Fig. 11. More cells are attached on the exterior of the cubic scaffold but
fewer cells are attached on the exterior of the TO scaffold. Another reason
for TO scaffold had lower attached cell density is the distance between
unit cell to the perfusion bioreactor. To make the geometrical parameters
of the scaffold same, the unit cell of cubic and TO scaffold is different
which cubic scaffold macro size is 1.5 mm*1.5 mm*1.5 mm and TO
scaffold is 1 mm*1 mm*1 mm. The distances between perfusion bioreactor wall and scaffold were setting as 0.5 mm. The distance compare to
pore size of the scaffold is smaller for cubic unit cell but larger for TO unit
cell. In that case, ﬂuid prefers to ﬂow into the pore in cubic and it prefers
to ﬂow outside for TO scaffold which could be shown in the Fig. 12.

narrow area like cubic scaffold but there are several continuoues areas
with continuoues high cell density shown in Fig. 8.
3.2. Geometry comparison for dynamic cell seeding process
After ﬁnding the optimal model which is S-R model is more accurate
to simulate dynamic cell seeding process, the unit cells of 2 scaffold in
perfusion bioreactors are analysed by the optimal model. The nutrient
solution velocity magnitudes of unit cells are shown in Fig. 9. According
to cubic structure shown in Fig. 9 A and B, the highest velocity occurred
in the middle of the inner pores. As the pore size of cubic structure is 1
mm*1 mm square shape larger than TO scaffold, nutrient solution
transport faster in horizontal plane than vertical plane. With smaller
pores with high pore interconnectivity structure shown in Fig. 9C and D,
the velocity of nutrient solution in the inner structure of TO scaffold unit
cells is really low.
Cell velocity magnitudes of unit cells are shown in Fig. 10. With the
same trend as nutrient solution, cells had a high speed in the inner
structure than exterior of the cubic scaffold shown in Fig. 10 A and B.
However, cells with lowest speed occur in the inner structure of the
exterior of the TO scaffold shown in Fig. 10C and D. Compared to TO
scaffold, cells that are attached on the cubic scaffold do have more

4. Discussion
In macroscopic scale, both truncated octahedron and cubic design
have the same design parameter, but truncated octahedron scaffold

Fig. 9. Nutrient solution velocity magnitude of unit cell of scaffold (A. Cubic unit cell; B. TO unit cell; C. 2 Cubic unit cells; D. 2 TO unit cells).
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Fig. 10. Cells velocity magnitude of unit cell of scaffold (A. Cubic unit cell; B. TO unit cell; C. 2 Cubic unit cells; D. 2 TO unit cells).

As the ﬁlm thickness of both structures shown in Fig. 13, TO scaffold
achieves a far better cell distribution than cubic scaffold in a perfusion
bioreactor. During the interaction with the Eulerian wall ﬁlm model,
additional particles could be created when the shear stress is large
enough to be stripped from the ﬁlm. Mass and momentum of the particles
leaving the liquid ﬁlm by stripping is added to the particles (second
phase) ﬂow. Discrete particles impinging a face on a wall boundary may
result in rebounding, splashing or being absorbed by the wall.
Compared to our previous study, with same inlet speed and same
parameters of TO and cubic scaffolds, cell seeding efﬁciency in dynamic
cell culture system showed a lower value than in static cell culture which
TO scaffold showed a doubled seeding efﬁciency than static and cubic
scaffold showed a 10 times more than static [8]. The reason is that the
ﬂuid is continuous ﬂow in perfusion bioreactor which the nutrient solution carried cells ﬂow into the system continuously but nutrient solution just injected the nutrient solution for 5s in a static cell culture well
plate. In dynamic cell culture system, as the inlet ﬂow is continuous, the
average ﬂow speed in the whole system is nearly 1 mm/s due to the
physical model is an open perfusion bioreactor. However, in static cell
culture system, the average ﬂow speed is much lower though the inject
speed is 1 mm/s because the physical model is a closed well plate hole. In
the Eulerian wall ﬁlm model, secondary phase formed liquid ﬁlms are
able to stripped by the ﬂowing ﬂuid. Lower speed of solution carrying
with cells could not only ensure the survival rates of the cells because cell
could break when high speed cell impinge the wall, but also could avoid
the cells already attached on the scaffold to be stripped by the ﬂow. In
that case, to achieve a better cell seeding efﬁciency, dynamic culture ﬂow
speed should be set as lower than the injection speed of static culture.
However, even with a lower cell seeding efﬁciency, lots of researchers
found that cell growth much faster in dynamic culture than in static
culture system [9]. The reason is that dynamic culture provides much
more nutrients than static culture. And nutrient transport in continuous
ﬂow is mainly depended on convection ﬂow but in static ﬂow is mainly
depended on diffusion ﬂow which is far slower than convection ﬂow.
Further studies are still needed to ﬁnd a novel method that could enhance
both cells seeding efﬁciency and cell growth.

design has more surface area, less material volume and higher porosity.
As expected, both experimental and simulational results showed that the
scaffold design has a signiﬁcant effect over the cell distribution using
Stanton-Rutland model which has been validated that it is good for
predict cell seeding process. With nearly same material volume and
macro design (same length, width and height), truncated octahedron
deisgn pore size are more optimal for bone tissue. However, the simulation results shown that trap model is not suitable for simulating dynamic cell seeding process. In real dynamic culture situation, cells could
be seprated by impinge the wall with high speed and some of them with
really low speed and energy could not attach on the scaffold but close to
the scaffold. For the ﬁrst circumstance, more dead cells are included
compare to the S-R model. For the other circumstance, lots of cells that
are not able to attach on the scaffold but could only stay close to the
scaffold surface are accounted attached in the trap model which is not
suitable.
In this simulation results, it illustrated that TO scaffold with same
porosity but high more surface area could get more cells attached on the
scaffold in dynamic cell culture bioreator. If several thick beams with
same size are arranged parallel style, the front beams near the injetion
area could absorb most of the cells and the other cells would prefer to
ﬂow through void space due to the ﬂuid mechanical theory that particles
prefer to go somewhere with lower drag especially for simple structure.
According to Fig. 10 A and C, nutrient solution would move fast through
the pores due to the large pore size which would give cells less oppourtunities to attach on the scaffold. With same porosity and macro structure, TO scaffold’ beams are connected more complicated and thinner
than cubic scaffold's beams. In that case, when culture medium carried
with cells ﬂow into the TO scaffold inner structure, the drag provided by
beams are more three-dimensional than cubic structure which is more
like two-dimensional. The drag would force the ﬂuid to move more
slowly through the structure which provide more opportunity for cells to
attach on the scaffold beam surface. Also, according to the Fig. 9C and D
and Fig. 10 B and D, nutrient solution and cells had a really low speed in
the interior structure of the TO scaffold. This circumstance ensure a
better survival probability rate for the cells.
7
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Fig. 11. Cell attachment of unit cell of scaffold (A. Cubic unit cell; B. 2 Cubic unit cells TO; C. TO unit cell; D. 2 TO unit cells; E. Density).

Fig. 12. Streamline of the scaffold unit cells in perfusion bioreactors (A. Cubic unit cell; B. TO unit cell; C. 2 Cubic unit cells; D. 2 TO unit cells).
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Fig. 13. Cell distribution of injected cells at 60s time by simulation.

5. Conclusion

in line with the Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing
and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals and aim for the
inclusion of representative human populations (sex, age and ethnicity) as
per those recommendations. The terms sex and gender should be used
correctly.
All animal experiments should comply with the ARRIVE
guidelinesand should be carried out in accordance with the U.K. Animals (Scientiﬁc Procedures) Act, 1986 and associated guidelines, EU
Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments, or the National Institutes
of Health guide for the care and use of Laboratory animals (NIH Publications No. 8023, revised 1978). The sex of animals must be indicated,
and where appropriate, the inﬂuence (or association) of sex on the results
of the study.
The author should also clearly indicate in the Material and methods
section of the manuscript that applicable guidelines, regulations and laws
have been followed and required ethical approval has been obtained.

Scaffold geometry, speciﬁc surface area, pore size and porosity are
pivotal in determing optimization of the scaffold geometry parameters.
The Stanton-Rutland model is appropriate to predict the cell distributions
for dynamic cell seeding process. It is believe that this method improves
on cell seeding models and holds the potential for more practical predictions for cell distributions in tissue engineering. It provides a more
accurate impinge method to simulate cell-scaffold interaction as the
position prediction can be three-dimensional. Furthermore, the simulation results showed that a polyhedron scaffold (like TO scaffold) is much
more suitable for tissue engineering than normal scaffold designs. The
output could also be continued to simulate cell proliferation and differention process. Therefore, this novel methodology also allows researchers to predict the initial stage of cell attachment of in vivo or
clinical tests more accurately and may serve to reduce the numbers of
experiments required during these stages. To predict more accurate results for in vivo or clinical experiments, loading needs to be taken in to
account while simulating the cell seeding process. Chemical composition,
material surface roughness and material stiffness are also inﬂuence the
cell-wall interactions, and should be investigated in the future.
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